:: We speak Magento

The UK’s longest serving Magento Gold Partner

Services Overview
Building ecommerce solutions for forward-thinking retailers.

Phone
Web
Email

0207 183 3183
www.ontapgroup.com
hello@ontapgroup.com

About us
Having spent over 5 years developing Magento solutions, On Tap are the UK’s longest
serving official Magento Gold Solution Partner and we have amassed a huge portfolio of
knowledge and experience of what makes a great ecommerce site.
Our multi-discipline team have a huge amount of Magento experience that is delivering
results for our customers. This knowledge is leveraged on a daily basis to deliver new web
site builds and to support existing ones. Our team includes certified Magento developers
as well as project managers, business analysts and solutions architects. Together we work
alongside our clients to build, innovate and deliver some of the most challenging projects on
the Magento platform.
Our abilities as a highly competent technical agency make us best placed to help our
customers deliver projects that may involve complex requirements that span multiple
vendors, including design, user experience and integration. These multi-discipline capabilities
are serving our customers 24x7.
Customer support is at the very heart of what we do and by building long-term relationships
with our customers, we ensure that we continue to deliver a robust framework that can
be trusted at any time. With flexible services that can scale up or down as our customers
require, On Tap is truely a leader of Magento ecommerce in the UK.
We enjoy working with forward thinking retailers wishing to leverage our considerable
experience with Magento to help drive their business forward.
We invite you to review this document and contact us with any questions you may have
about our services, processes or skills.

Contacting us
London Office:
9 Devonshire Square,
London, EC2M 4YF
Development Studio:
The Old Cinema, Fishmarket Road,
Rye, East Sussex, TN31 7LP

Dan Garner,
Managing Director.

Telephone:
Email:		

0207 183 3183
hello@ontapgroup.com
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Consultancy
On Tap takes time to get to know your business and specific requirements. We deal in plain
English and common sense, and this translates into successful projects that complete on
time and on budget.
We view any new relationship as the start of a partnership that extends beyond the initial
build of your site. Whilst many agencies see the delivery of your new site as the ‘end’, we see
this very much as the ‘start’. For On Tap, our value is not only in the build phase, but also in
the ongoing support that we can offer your business.

Initiating a Project
Solutions Architecture
We work with you to understand the business requirements fully and then we build a
solution that takes into account all of the components required to make a successful project.
As the longest serving Magento partner in the UK, we have been delivering solutions since
2007, so we have a deep understanding of how to get the best out of Magento.
Code audits
If you already have a Magento site, we can perform an audit on the code to identify problem
areas that affect not only current usage, but also future operability. Only at this point can we
then initiate a schedule of improvements to stabilise and improve your site.
Proof of concept
If you need to qualify Magento for use on a future project, On Tap has experience in rapidly
prototyping working proof of concept solutions that will enable your business to explore the
pros and cons involved in a full project.
Hosting audits
For existing Magento installations, we can audit your hosting infrastructure to identify
bottlenecks and potential optimisation improvements to help ensure scalability of your site.

Best practice consultancy delivered in plain English
with the goal of solving problems and delivering robust,
dependable solutions.

Discovery Process
Master Services Agreement
If it is the first time we have worked together then we’ll agree upon a Master Services
Agreement (MSA) that covers future projects. This is a mutual document that defines each
party’s general responsibility within the working relationship.
Statement of Work
Each project we undertake for you is covered by a separate Statement of Work (SOW). This
document outlines the project and lists the deliverables and functional specification.
The length of the SOW depends on the complexity of the project. For short agile
developments it can just be a few pages of pertinent information. For full builds it will include
full specifications of each component of the project.
The SOW forms the basis for project sign-off and also defines the commercial terms under
which the project is undertaken.
Partner On-boarding Programme
As many projects involve working alongside third-party vendors, On Tap will initiate a partner
on-boarding programme to bring partners up to speed about the project. This can include
partners providing diverse services such as SEO, design, marketing, data warehousing and
social media, for example. We define the criteria for working alongside these partners and
then we manage the partnerships to ensure that the entire solution is delivered successfully.

Development
Robust processes
»» Best practice coding
Our developers follow best practice coding standards to deliver projects.
These evolve over time and our processes evolve with them. By employing
Magento Certified Developers, On Tap ensures a consistent build quality.
»» Versioning
We use Git within our development environment to store revision history of all
development changes. This is coupled with Jenkins, our continuous integration
platform, which provides an automated deployment process that enables
validated and verified code changes to flow from development to staging and
onto a production environment.

Magento development that goes beyond simple
understanding, and instead leverages true experience to
deliver solutions that scale to our customers’ needs.

Our Scrum-based Sprints are based upon a two week work window. During the Sprint, we
expose comprehensive real-time updates of tasks within the project via our online portal.
This gives you unparalleled visibility of project status. After each Sprint, there is a release
which includes UAT prior to final deployment.

Deployment Workflow
Our deployment workflow follows a standard three tier (development, staging, production)
regime that utilises strong automation to provide continuous integration for our development
team.
Git
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»» Testing
We utilise both automated and manual testing plans. These are ‘real world’ tests rather
than hypothetical testing, and our approach is always not to prove that something works,
but instead to try to make it break. Automated test plans are integrated with Jenkins to
verify functional changes against functional test plans. Each deployment goes through a
customer-facing UAT process for validation.

This process benefits you because we release ‘early and often’, meaning you see incremental
progress over time during development Sprints. All this sits within the framework of our
testing regime, to ensure that deployments are more likely to work correctly first time.

»» Issue tracking
Internally, we use Jira for issue tracking. This is coupled to Git to provide
deep insights into code changes and their effect on functionality over
time. Externally, we use Kayako Fusion for our customers’ to log issues
to our helpdesk. Kayako Fusion is, quite literally, fused to Jira to enable
the entire business to have a 360° view of every issue raised.

We utilise New Relic to provide deep insights into on-going site performance. This tracks not
only server performance but also application performance. This monitoring extends to timing
DOM processing, so we understand how code changes and deployments affect real users’
experience within their web browsers.

Project Management
Our project management style promotes openness and transparency, utilising both PRINCE2
and Scrum as tools to deliver large and small projects with an over arching structure
tempered with agile capability.

On-going performance profiling

Alerts notify us when key performance metrics indicators fall outside normal thresholds, so
that we can pro-actively investigate potential issues before they become a problem.
General service availability is monitored through Pingdom, and this provides us with alerts
within 60 seconds of any outages. Our New Relic and Pingdom services integrate with an
internal system called Keep It Up which undertakes proactive interventions 24x7 in the event
of a detected system failure, with the aim of ‘keeping the server up’.

Project Lifecycle

Our process is well tested and works, and provides you
with a robust framework to deliver success ecommerce
projects with Magento.

Consultancy
Solutions Architecture

Wire-frame/Designs

Define the architecture required to make
the project a success.

Produce designs or receive
designs from an external agency.

Statement of Work

Specifications
Solutions
Write the technical and
Architecture
functional specifications.

Produce the SOW that
becomes the benchmark
document for the project.

Build
Build specification
Take specification documents and create
Jira tickets to define individual work tasks
within the build.

Development Sprints

Git

Each Sprint lasts two weeks. Progress is reported in real-time
via our online portal.

Spec

Code is pushed to Git for versioning. The UAT process is
iterative throughout the sprint to gain feedback and validation
of progress prior to moving to the deployment phase.

Work
Tasks

Sprint
UAT

Deployment
Deployment plan

Test

Write deployment plan to cater for all
actions required for deployment.

Apply automatic and manual test
plans. Perform UAT.

Deploy to staging
Validate and verify deployment.

Deploy to live
Push deployment to the live
server. Validate and verify.

Support
Raise a ticket
Customer raises a support ticket by web,
email or telephone.

QUICK RESOLUTION:

SMALL PROJECT:

Triage

Resolve and deploy

Push to consultancy

Define severity of ticket, request
further information (if required),
assign resource to resolve.

Where the ticket is deemed to have a
quick resolution. Answer the question/
build fix. Test, validate and verify solution.
UAT and customer sign off.

Where the ticket is deemed to be
a small project. Document and
push the requirement into the
consultancy phase.

Systems Integration

Systems integration is a key component to many Magento
projects. Why leave it to chance? On Tap have a huge
amount of experience to offer.

On Tap have strong experience in integrating Magento with a variety of external systems.
Examples of these are enterprise resource planning (ERP), shipping systems, customer
relationship management (CRM) and payment gateway systems.

How it works

Working with external system vendors, On Tap leverage this experience to build successful
integrations that fit seamlessly into your Magento solution. Our Partner on-boarding
programme that is initiated at the start of a project helps keep third-party vendors focussed
on delivering the necessary information at key stages of a project and to define a testing plan
that ensures that all parties are confident that the integration works properly.

»» Map
This defines which triggers and datasets within Magento are used to interface with an
external system.

On Tap Integration Suite (OTIS)
We have built a robust integration framework, which we call OTIS (On Tap Integration Suite),
that provides a flexible generic layer between Magento and external systems.
OTIS is an extensible open framework making it well suited to interact with a variety of
different systems using a variety of data communication methods.
It imposes a Pareto principle to all integration projects so that only a bare minimum of work
is required to integrate a new external system with Magento. This standardisation also
delivers benefits in terms of on-going support.
Unit tests can be built into your specific integration and these help maintain rigidity around
changing front-end and back-end code changes with on-going development Sprints.
OTIS is able to handle uni-directional or bi-directional integrations, either implemented as
real-time event-based/listening triggers, or as scheduled batch processing.

OTIS utilises a three-tier approach to integration:

»» Transform
This takes supplied mapped data and transforms it into the necessary formats required by
the receiving system.
»» Apply
This takes the transformed data and applies it to the receiving system using a defined
transport mechanism (e.g. file, HTTP, FTP, SOAP, etc).

Support
On Tap has built a strong reputation on the quality of Magento support offered to customers
through our service called SupportFlow.

Support for your ecommerce site that delivers a truely
comprehensive range of services that will help and assist
your business on a daily basis.

»» Extension installation
We will install Magento extensions and will provide first-line technical support for all
third-party extensions.

SupportFlow puts a dedicated team of Magento professionals at the ready to ensure that
your online store remains online, sustainable and competitive at all times. With SupportFlow,
you will quickly get the peace of mind that your ecommerce platform is being fully supported.

»» Magento upgrades
We can upgrade your store to the latest version of Magento.

SupportFlow covers not just outages and problems, but a full range of day-to-day business
support centred around your Magento system.

SupportFlow is subscription based, with strong SLAs in place to deliver dependable levels of
support when you need it most.

Inclusive support

Key benefits

»» Full or partial outages
Fast reaction when something goes wrong.

»» Access to the support team by web, live chat and telephone.

»» Magento is giving an error message
If you think something is broken, we will investigate. If necessary, we’ll undertake an
emergency bug fix.
»» “How do I?” questions
For when you need assistance in using features of Magento.
»» Troubleshooting
If you need some assistance as to why you can’t get something working in the way you
expect.
»» Training
If you would like to receive some over the phone/web-delivered training.
»» Development/Customisation
You can request developments and customisations to your site.
»» Administrative support
Need help re-configuring your store? Need to import data? Data migration into Magento?
Product data-entry, etc.

»» Support for any Magento store, regardless of who did the original build and
customisations.
»» Magento product support - assisting in all areas of running your Magento store.
»» Service-led support based on the industry-standard ITSM framework.
»» Online Customer Support Portal, providing integrated issue and project tracking
»» Rapid issue response.
»» Complete development support.
»» Development staging hosting environment and code repository included.
»» Affordable, on-going support - with no lengthy contracts. Easily swap between plans.

Commitment based upon service quality
SupportFlow does not have long tie-in periods. It is testament to the quality of service
provided that our customers continue to use and trust the service month-after-month.

Training

Our training services increase your on-going Magento
understanding and shares best practice to improve your
day-to-day business operations.

On Tap offers a range of Magento training courses covering administration and day-to-day
operation of your site. As the longest serving Magento partner in the UK, On Tap have a deep
understanding of the platform and we take a hands-on approach to accelerate your own
understanding.

Employee on-boarding

Our courses are always tailored around your learning needs and can be delivered on-site at
your premises or off-site at our Central London training centre.

Alternatively, On Tap can become part of your departments employee on-boarding process.
We can bring a new starter up to speed quickly with a training package that is tailored
to specific roles within your business with the sole aim of enabling your business to start
making a return on investment on the new hire as quickly as possible.

On-site training includes ad-hoc web-delivered training sessions via our SupportFlow service.
This one-to-one training uses screen sharing technology to deliver targeting training sessions
regardless of your location. Training sessions can be recorded so that you have a video that
you can replay and share amongst colleagues.
Training is a vital component of any ecommerce site’s day-to-day operation - regardless of
whether the tuition is covering an entire site build or just a single new feature that has been
added to the site.

How does it work?
»» Train
Delivered on-site, off-site or remotely by web with a dedicated course tutor. Sessions are
either one-to-one, or one-to-many - your choice.
»» Reinforce
If required, training is documented and converted into a series of knowledge-base articles
that are unique to your company, which can be access on our web site via your account
login. This gives on-going reinforcement of subjects covered.
»» Support
We recognise that training itself needs to be supported over time, and we are proactive in
making sure that training is followed up with refreshes sessions if required, or an on-going
question-and-answer process.

Our training can be used in ‘train the trainer’ scenarios in order to enable your organisation to
deliver on-going internal training regimes to new employees.

Ecommerce Analyst
On Tap delivers a meaningful Ecommerce Analyst service that helps the decision making
process within an ecommerce retailer. We become part of your team, either supplementing
your existing resource or filling the perceived gaps within it.
This on-going analyst service leverages the broad experience On Tap gains in working with
a wide range of ecommerce retailers, and helps you make sense of the options available
and enables you to push your business forward based upon meaningful decisions. In short,
Ecommerce Analyst enables you to achieve the best return on investment.

Leverage our accumulated experience in dealing with
ecommerce retailers to help drive your online revenues
with our business analyst services.

What can we do for you?
The Ecommerce Analyst service is not a prescribed list of actions. Instead it is a tailored
service that is designed to mould itself around the needs and existing resource of your
business. It can be delivered on-site or remotely, and can be structured to augment your
existing team.
Services include the following:

Aims

»» Magento Admin training

»» Increase traffic quantity and quality

»» Search engine optimisation

»» Improve effectiveness with analytics

»» Link building

»» Increase visitor conversion to sale

»» Search engine marketing

»» Increase customer loyalty and online speed

»» Content marketing and strategy

»» Improve customer experience

»» Competitor analysis

»» Add customer value without proportional costs

»» Email marketing
»» Social media

How does it work?
»» We research, analyse and report on the online activities of your business and key
competitors

»» Usability testing
»» Mystery shoppers
»» Customer profiling

»» We deliver best practice methods and train your team to carry these out in-house

»» Sales optimisation, including merchandising

»» We show you how to monitor and report on the results, or do this for you

»» Process optimisation, including operations, warehouse and supply chain

»» We provide regular ‘health checks’ to ensure best performance
»» We provide ‘outside the team’ thinking allowing us to focus on the best results for you

Experience
Don’t just take our word for it. Not only are we building great sites, but
we have a growing portfolio of customers for which we are hosting,
supporting and training every day.
Whatever your requirements, get in touch at hello@ontapgroup.com
for a chat. You’ll be glad you did.

